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The strain dependence of the critical properties of Nb 3Sn conductors
B. ten Haken,a) A. Godeke, and H. H. J. ten Kate
Low Temperature Division, University of Twente, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands

~Received 24 September 1998; accepted for publication 9 December 1998!

The critical current (I c) of six different Nb3Sn multifilamentary wires is investigated as a function
of temperature, magnetic field, and strain. A relation for a critical temperature (Tc) that depends on
the deviatoric strain is proposed and applied to interpret the results. First, a short review is given on
the flux-pinning relations that are used to introduce a strain dependentTc in a relation for theI c as
a function of field and temperature. The conductor samples are investigated in two different
deformation states, namely, in a spiraled shape on a Ti sample holder and a straight section soldered
onto a brass substrate. The brass substrate is used to apply a compressive or tensile axial strain to
the conductor. TheI c in the different samples prepared from a single conductor type can be
described very well with a single set of critical properties and strain parameters. In particular, in the
strain regime where the matrix deformation is limited and the superconductor is axially compressed,
the proposed strain relation is very accurate. The small variation in the strain parameter between the
six conductors investigated suggests that this strain parameter is an intrinsic property of Nb3Sn.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!03406-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between a mechanical deformation and the
superconducting properties of Nb3Sn and other A15 materi-
als is an interesting topic that has been studied for many
years. The dependence of the critical temperature (Tc) and
the upper critical field (Bc2) on hydrostatic pressure (P) is
considered in descriptions for the superconducting state. An
important property of A15 superconductors is that a first-
order description for the hydrostatic pressure dependence of
Tc or Bc2 is not adequate to describe the changes in the
critical current density (Jc) of an axially deformed supercon-
ductor. For theJc of an axially elongated A15 conductor
there is a scaling formula developed by Ekin.1 Analyzing the
available experimental results on deformed superconductors,
Welch concluded that a nonhydrostatic component of the
strain tensor is the most important factor that determines the
critical properties in deformed A15 superconductors.2

A. Deformation in composite conductors

The intrinsic strain inside the superconducting fila-
ment~s! or layer~s! of a technical superconductor is deter-
mined by the mechanical interaction with the matrix materi-
al~s! and the experimental setup. In the case of an A15
conductor, it is crucial to consider the thermally induced
strain over the entire temperature trajectory from the heat-
treatment temperature down to the operating temperature. In
a typical Nb3Sn wire conductor an axially compression of
0.05%–0.4% is induced in the Nb3Sn filaments by the matrix
when the conductor is cooled down toT54.2 K in a force-
free state. When mounted on a metallic substrate, or embed-
ded in a cable inside a stainless-steel conduit, this thermally
induced compression in the Nb3Sn can be even twice as
high.3

The large difference in thermal contraction between the
materials in a composite conductor makes it practically im-
possible to obtain a true strain-free state inside the filaments
of such a superconductor. When, for instance, the axial strain
component is reduced to zero, then the other~off-axis! com-
ponents of the strain tensor will, in general, not be zero in-
side the superconducting filament. A second consequence of
the large thermal contraction differences between the super-
conductor and the connected~matrix! materials is that the
strain is always relatively high inside a composite conductor,
compared to the limits for elastic deformation. Therefore, it
is likely that nonelastic deformations~yielding or cracks!
will occur either in the superconductor or in the matrix.

B. Nonhydrostatic deformations in Nb 3Sn conductors

A number of deformation experiments have been per-
formed on Nb3Sn tapes to investigate the influence of the
nonhydrostatic strain on the critical properties in more
detail.4,5 In this experiment, the tape geometry is selected
because it enables a more precise determination of all the
strain components involved. The experimental results ob-
tained on tape conductors confirmed the dominant role of the
nonhydrostatic deformation on the critical properties of
Nb3Sn as originally proposed by Welch. A rise inJc andBc2

is induced by applying a transverse pressure to a Nb3Sn tape
that has a large thermal precompression along the in-plane
directions in the Nb3Sn layer. This pressure-induced rise in
Jc and Bc2 can be explained precisely with nonhydrostatic
strain components in the Nb3Sn layer.4 The results of a
~semi! two-component deformation experiment on bendable
substrates are also described very well with a formulation
based on nonhydrostatic strain components in the Nb3Sn
layer.5

In this article we present results on axially deformed
Nb3Sn superconductors. The results are evaluated with a de-a!Electronic mail: b.tenhaken@tn.utwente.nl
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scription that correlates the critical properties to the devia-
toric strain tensor. First, a short review is presented in order
to connect this deviatoric strain dependence with the existing
scaling formulas for the maximum pinning force and the
dependence ofJc on the magnetic field and temperature. Af-
ter a description of the experimental conditions, the critical
current of six different types of Nb3Sn conductors is evalu-
ated as a function of the temperature, magnetic field, and
axial strain.

II. THEORY

The description for the critical current density of type II
superconductors is based on the critical state concept, in
which the critical current density is related to the maximum
pinning forceFp that depends on the magnetic field (B) and
temperature (T). In that case,Jc is determined by6

Jc~B,T!3B52Fp~B,T!

52Ck~T!2gBc2~T!n f „B/Bc2~T!…, ~1!

with 2<n<3, but comes closest to a value of 2.7,8 The func-
tion k(T)2g introduces a temperature-dependent Ginzburg–
Landau parameterk, with 1,g,3 while the field depen-
dence in this relation is determined by the functionf .

A. Flux pinning and strain dependence

Ekin1 stated that the influence of mechanical deforma-
tions on the pinning force should be written in the same
explicit way as the temperature dependence:

Fp~B,e!5CBc2~e!nf „B/Bc2~e!…, ~2!

with n5160.3 for a measurement at a reference tempera-
ture ~e.g., 4.2 K!. The strain dependence ofBc2 is described
with the functionS(e)5Bc2(4.2,e)/Bc2m(4.2), as an empiri-
cal fit of the Bc2(e) data at 4.2 K scaled to the maximum
(Bc2m) in the strain dependency curve. The field dependence
f (B/Bc2) included in this relation is the pinning relation
originally proposed by Kramer:9

f @B/Bc2~T,e!#5 f ~b!5bp~12b!q, ~3!

with p'0.5 andq'2 as typical values for Nb3Sn. In order
to combine Eqs.~1! and ~2!, it is necessary to include the
strain dependence ofTc .

The strain dependence ofTc is related with the strain
dependence ofBc2 at 4.2 K according to1,2

S Tc~e!

Tcm
D5S Bc2~4.2,e!

Bc2~4.2! D 1/w

, ~4!

wherew'3 for A15 materials. With the condition thatS(e)
is independent of temperature, this leads to the following
relations forTc andBc2 :

Tc~e!5TcmS~e!1/w, ~5!

Bc2~T,e!5Bc2m~0!•S~e!b~T,e!. ~6!

The factorb(T,e) in these relations defines the temperature
dependence ofBc2 as

b~T,e!5$12@T/Tc~e!#2%K~T,e!, ~7!

which includes the temperature dependence of the
Ginzburg–Landau parameter in a factorK(T,e) that can be
expressed in the approximation proposed by Summers:10

K~T,e!5120.31@T/Tc~e!#2$121.77 ln@T/Tc~e!#%.
~8!

Finally, theJc(B,T,e) relation is then expressed as

Jc~B,T,e!5
Cb~T,e!n

BK~T,e!g S~e!nf „B/Bc2~T,e!…. ~9!

This relation describes the critical current density with three
material parameters:Tcm is the critical temperature at the
maximum in the strain curve at zero applied field,Bc2m(0) is
the upper-critical field at 0 K at themaximum of the strain
curve, andC is a scaling constant for the maximum pinning
force that is proportional to the critical current density. The
parametere in the strain dependenceS(e) is an effective
value representing the intrinsic state of strain that is present
in the superconductor at the operating temperature. Possible
formulations for the strain functionS(e) are considered in
the next section.

B. The deviatoric strain description

Axial strain experiments on A15 conductors are de-
scribed well by a power-law dependence for the axial strain
dependence functionS(ea) as given by Ekin:1

S~ea!512auea2emuu, ~10!

whereem is equal to the applied axial strainea at which the
maximum inJc occurs. This power-law relationS(ea) de-
scribes the experimental results on axially elongated wires
very well, if two different values for the strain-scaling con-
stanta are used. Typical values for Nb3Sn area5900 for
ea,em and a51250 for ea.em , with a constant value for
the exponent (u51.7).

For a more complete three-dimensional description, the
entire strain tensor has to be considered in the strain function
S(e). The nonhydrostatic strain can be represented by the
second strain invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor. In a
rectangular coordinate system with the principal strain axis
coinciding with the coordinate axis (x,y,z), this strain com-
ponent can be represented as

edev5
2
3A~ex2ey!21~ey2ez!

21~ez2ex!
2, ~11!

whereex , ey , andez represent the~plane! strain in the prin-
ciple directions inside the material. By considering only this
particular strain componentedev ~referred to as the ‘‘devia-
toric strain’’! a three-dimensional strain dependence is
proposed:5

S~edev!5
12CdA~edev!

21~e0,d!2

12Cde0,d
'12Cdedev. ~12!

The factore0,d is a constant that describes the exact shape of
S(edev) for small strains (edev,ed,0). This factor appears to
be small compared toedev in the experiments on Nb3Sn
tapes. This implies that the approximate formulation
(12Cdedev) adequately describes the experimental results on
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Nb3Sn tapes. However, a value of exactlye0,d50, is physi-
cally unrealistic because it leads to a singularity in the strain
dependencedS/dedev for edev50.

In order to describe the experimental results on axially
deformed wires a linear relation is assumed between the
change in the strain components in the principle strain direc-
tions perpendicular and parallel to thez axis (dez5dea ,
dex /dez52nx and dey /dez52ny!. In a uniform bar with
elastic properties the constantsnx and ny are equal to the
Poisson ratio of the material. In the case of a composite
conductor with plastic deformations, constant values fornx

and ny will only be valid in a limited deformation range.
Moreover, a certain average value over the entire cross sec-
tion has to be considered for the nonaxial strain components
(ex andey! in the Nb3Sn filaments. With these assumptions
the strain function in an axially deformed conductor can be
written as

S~ea!5
12CaA~ea1d!21~e0,a!2

12Cae0,a
. ~13!

In an axially deformed sample, the strain constantCa is
proportional toCd , but it is also determined by the sample-
specific parametersnx and ny . The maximum inS occurs
when the deviatoric strain is minimized, atea52d. The
constante0,a represents the strain components that are still
present inside the superconductor whenedev is minimized, as
well as the factore0,d mentioned previously. The exact value
for e0,a is, therefore, determined bynx , ny , and the thermal
prestrain in the conductor. This formulation of the strain
function is equivalent to the deviatoric strain dependence of
Bc2 in Nb3Sn wire conductors at a constant temperature as
proposed earlier with a slightly differently defined scaling
constantCa .5

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The results obtained on two types of experimental setups
are compared. The critical current of the samples is deter-
mined on a ‘‘standard’’ sample holder that is used in many
different experiments. TheseI c(B,T) values are compared
with deformation experimentsI c(ea) at selected values for
the applied magnetic field and temperature.

A. Critical current measurements

For theI c(B,T) measurements the strand is heat treated
on a Ti–6Al–4V sample holder that is depicted in Fig. 1. All
samples of each type of strand are heat treated in a single
batch under vacuum conditions according to the schedule
provided by the manufacturer. In order to prevent leakage of
tin during the heat treatment, both ends of the samples are
extended by a few centimeters and squeezed. After the heat
treatment, the sample is fixed on the sample holder with
epoxy. The voltage is measured via taps over a length of
500 mm and a criterion of 1025 V/m is used to determine the
I c .

For the temperature-dependent measurements the sample
holder is enclosed in a gas environment by covering the
sample with an insulating cup. The sample temperature is
controlled by a set of heaters and thermometers connected to

the holder. During the measurement of the voltage–current
transition the temperature at both sides of the sample is sta-
bilized within 5 mK. Summarizing all the possible errors, the
maximum uncertainty in the temperature error is630 mK at
B50 and 640 mK at high magnetic fields. One set ofI c

measurements is performed in a magnetic field ranging from
7 to 13 T, with the samples in liquid He at atmospheric
pressure~4.2 K!. A second set of samples is investigated in
the temperature range from 5 K up to 8 K, in aconstant
magnetic field of 13 T.

B. Deformation experiments

The setup to characterize theI c(B,T,ea) dependency is
shown in Fig. 2. After the heat treatment on a stainless-steel
sample holder, the sample is transferred and soldered tightly
to the brass sample holder with Sn–Ag for the measure-
ments. Strain is applied by bending the U-shaped substrate
and the sample at 4.2 K. This technique was also applied in
previous experiments on similar conductors.5,11Starting from
the initial strain state at 4.2 K, the substrate is bent by means
of a force that acts on the legs of the U-shaped substrate.

The strain in the sample is determined with two strain
gauges that are connected to the central section of the sub-
strate. The exact procedure to determine the applied strain as

FIG. 1. The Ti sample holder as used for theI c(B,T) measurements. The
device can be covered by a~Kapton! cup, to create a gas environment
around the sample where the temperature can be changed~all sizes are in
millimeters!.

FIG. 2. The axial strain setup. A stainless-steel strain device deforms the
brass sample holder. Temperatures above 4.2 K can be obtained in the
sample when the top part of the apparatus is covered by an insulator cup
~not drawn!.
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a linear function of the measured strain values (e1 ande2! is
described elsewhere.11 The first temperature change, from
reaction temperature, to the soldering temperature gives a
prestrain in the superconducting filaments that depends on
the differences in thermal contraction between the matrix
material~s! and the superconductor. In the second tempera-
ture regime, from coagulation of the solder~around 490 K!
down to the boiling temperature of helium, the substrate ma-
terial determines the thermal prestrain inside the supercon-
ductor.

Temperatures above 4.2 K are obtained in the same way
as in theI c measurements. The sample temperature is mea-
sured with two thermometers and can be controlled by a set
of heaters, all connected to the brass substrate. The same
temperature control system as in theI c measurements is used
to control the temperature, resulting in the same uncertainty
and stability. After cooling down, an axial compression of
approximately20.35% strain is applied to each sample for
the first I c measurements at selected values ofB ~10 and
13 T! andT ~4.2 and 6.5 K!. Then, the sample is elongated
stepwise and at each strain value theI c(B,T) is determined
again.

The limited sample length requires a relatively high volt-
age criterion of 531024 V/m to determineI c . A comparison
with the I c values that are determined in theI c(B,T)
measurements on the standard Ti barrel is made by extrapo-
lating the V– I curves from these experiments to the
531024 V/m criterion. Finally, a correction is made for the
current that is running through the normal material parallel to
the Nb3Sn at the selected voltage criterion. This normal cur-
rent I cu is determined atT520 K andB50 and subtracted
from the measuredI c values.

IV. RESULTS

There is a large number of parameters involved in the
Jc(B,T,e) relation considered here. A distinction can be
made between the parameters that represent intrinsic proper-
ties of Nb3Sn and the parameters that depend on the produc-
tion route of the Nb3Sn conductor and the sample prepara-
tion. The material properties, summarized in Table I, are
considered to be constants for the Nb3Sn in all the investi-
gated conductors.

The critical propertiesBc2m(0) andTcm and the strain
scaling parametersCa and e0,a are expected to be constant
for a certain type of Nb3Sn production process. The thermal
prestrain depends not only on the manufacturing process but
also on the type of sample preparation and holder material.
Therefore, two different values ford are used:dTi for the
sample attached to the Ti barrel anddbrass for the samples
soldered to the strain device. The prefactorC in the pinning
relation~9! is proportional to the critical current. Any varia-
tion in C has exactly the same effect onI c as a variation in
the superconducting cross section (Asc) inside the conductor.

Conductors from six different manufacturers~A–F! are
investigated in this study. The emphasis is on the strain re-
gime where the deformations in the matrix materials are low,
from 20.4% to10.4% applied axial strain. The properties
of the strands are summarized in Table II. TheI c in a super-
conductor is proportional to the effective cross section (Asc)
and the pinning constant (C). This factor (AscC) is consid-
ered as sample dependent for the conductors that show a
large variation inI c among the samples.

A. The critical current in conductor A

The strain dependence of theI c is measured on two
samples from one conductor~A!. The results of the measure-
ments are summarized in Fig. 3. The measuredI c values
coincide over the entire strain regime and all the investigated
values of B and T. In a large part of the regime, from
20.4% to10.4% applied strain, theI c changes nearly pro-
portionally to the applied strain. The maximum in theI c(ea)
curve occurs at 0.51% applied strain for both samples. It is
also visible that the measuredI c(ea) points are not perfectly
symmetric around this maximum.

The I c(B) and I c(T) measurements on a third sample
from the same conductor, are included in the Figs. 4 and 5.

TABLE I. Material parameters for Nb3Sn.

Property Value

n 1
p 0.5
q 2
n 2
g 1
w 3

TABLE II. The parameters as determined for all six conductors.

Conductor specifications
Measured properties

~field, temperature, and strain dependence!

Cond Process
Cu/

non-Cu
Diff.
Barr.

Tern.
Addit. RRR

dTi

~%!
dbrass

~%!
e0,a

~%! Ca

Bc2m(0)
~T!

Tcm

~K!

A Bronze 1.49 Ta ¯ 147 20.22 20.51 0.12 38.0 33.3 17.8
B Int. tin 1.38 Nb/Ta 1%Ti 80 20.21 20.60 0.14 37.4 31.2 17.0
C Int. tin 1.59 Ta ¯ 130 20.10 20.62 0.26 41.5 29.3 16.9
D Bronze 1.49 Ta 7.5%Ta 150 20.14 20.59 0.08 37.4 32.2 17.4
E Int. tin 1.84 Ta ¯ 144 20.11 20.63 0.19 40.8 27.8 18.1
F Int. tin 1.61 Nb/Ta 1%Ti 213 20.02 20.43 0.17 39.1 28.9 16.7
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In order to evaluate the description forJc(B,T,e) in Eq. ~9!
and the deviatoric strain relation presented in Eq.~13!, a
comparison is made with all the data measured on these three
samples. The lines plotted with the measured data of this
conductor in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 represent the set of parameters
that is listed in Table II. It can be seen that the proposed
relation describes the measurements very well over the entire
measuring range and for all the three samples measured from
this conductor.

The good correlation between all theI c values deter-
mined on conductor A supports the validity of the presented
description forJc(B,T,e). The fact that the current ampli-
tude correlates so well with a single value for the product
AscC is an important verification for the experimental proce-
dures and in particular the sample preparation. An important
limitation of the proposed semielastic description in the de-
viatoric strain dependence is visible around the maximum in
I c(ea). The asymmetry that is observed in the strain depen-
dence ofI c is not described accurately by this approximated
mechanical model. The asymmetric behavior ofI c around
the maximum is considered in detail for all the investigated
conductors in the next sections.

B. Nonelastic deformations

An interesting behavior in the strain dependence around
the I c maximum is observed in the experiments on conductor
B, as presented in Fig. 6. Like in conductor A, theI c also
changes nearly proportionally to the applied strain for
ea,10.4%. A single value for the productAscC can be
used to describe theI c dependence in the axially deformed
samples as well as in the measurements on the Ti holder~see
Figs. 4 and 5!. Again, the corresponding parameters for Eq.
~9! are given in Table II. The only deviations in theI c mea-
surements occur at a large tensile strain for sample B1,
where an increased reduction is observed.

In the strain regime around the maximum inI c , the va-
lidity of the semielastic model becomes questionable. In par-
ticular, the assumption of a linear relation between the axial
and off-axis strain components can be invalid. The samples
are subjected to a large deformation trajectory: first the ther-
mal contractions during cooldown and then the deformation
from 20.35% to 0.70% strain. This may result in nonelastic
deformations like yielding and cracks. In sample B1 the de-
viations in I c occur around the point where the strain in the
Nb3Sn is minimized and the axial strain in the matrix mate-
rials becomes large (.0.5%). This observation is a strong

FIG. 3. Measurements for Nb3Sn conductor A:I c as a function of the strain
determined on two samples~samples A1 and A2!. The lines represent the
strain dependence with the parameters listed in Table II.

FIG. 4. The critical current in the so-called Kramer-plot as a function of the
applied magnetic field at 4.2 K. The lines represent the field dependence for
these six conductors~samples No. 3!, with the parameters as listed in
Table II.

FIG. 5. The critical current as a function of the temperature scaled onTc at
B513 T, for the six conductors investigated~samples A3, B4, C4, D3, E4,
and F3!. The lines represent the temperature dependence with the param-
eters listed in Table II.

FIG. 6. TheI c as a function of the strain determined on two samples from
conductor B~samples B1 and B2!. The lines represent the strain dependence
with the parameters listed in Table II. The thin dotted lines connect the
measuredI c data in the tensile strain regime.
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indication for the significant influence of nonelastic deforma-
tion in the matrix material~s! on the properties of the embed-
ded superconductor.

A plastic deformation, for instance, in the matrix mate-
rials, will lead to an increased value of the Poisson’s ratio of
the material~s! involved, which in turn will result in an in-
creased off-axis deformation change. Such an increased Pois-
son’s ratio is the most probable cause for the observed asym-
metry in I c versus axial strain around the maximum. Also,
cracks can be induced somewhere inside the conductor,
which will lead to stress and strain concentrations that will
change the critical properties. Finally, when a crack is limit-
ing a current path in the Nb3Sn filaments, it will obviously
lead to an enhanced reduction of theI c .

C. Ic variations

The variations inI c among the samples of one conductor
mounted on various sample holders appeared to be relatively
small. TheI c strain dependence of the conductors C, D, E,
and F is presented in Fig. 7. The lines represent the proposed
I c strain relation with the corresponding parameters given in
Table II. Presented are theI c strain measurements at one
condition forB513 T andT54.2 K, but theI c measured at
10 T and 6.5 K shows a similar behavior. Combined with the
I c(T,B) measurements on the Ti holder~Figs. 5 and 6!, the
data are all described well with a single set of conductor-
specific parameters. Deviations in theI c strain behavior oc-
cur only for large tensile strains, around and beyond the
maximum inI c .

For conductor C there is a very small difference visible
in the strain experiment~Fig. 7! between theI c values of the
two samples. However, the agreement with theI c(T,B) mea-

surements on the Ti holder is still good. Therefore, theI c can
be described well with a single value for the productAscC.
In the case of conductors D, E, and F, Eq.~9! is accurate in
the regime from20.4% to10.4%, but the productAscC is
not exactly constant for the samples from one conductor.
Nevertheless, these variations are relatively small. For con-
ductors D, E, and F a variation of, respectively,63%,
64%, and610% is observed between the samples investi-
gated in I c(B) and I c(T) on the Ti barrel and the two
samples investigated in the strain setup at four different com-
binations ofB andT.

D. The deviatoric strain scaling function

Several aspects can be mentioned in relation to the de-
scription ofI c(B,T,ea) that is based on the deviatoric strain.
First of all, there is a large number of parameters listed in
Table I, that can be considered as material constants for
Nb3Sn superconductors. Then, there are several properties
that depend on the production process and the sample prepa-
ration. A few comments can be placed among the experi-
mentally obtained parameters listed in Table II. The values
found for the thermal prestrain (dTi anddbrass! correlate well
among the samples. The values deduced from the measure-
ments on the two holders are very similar:dTi

52(0.1660.06)% and dbrass52(0.5760.06)%. Only
sample F differs slightly different in this respect. In this con-
ductor the large variation inI c between the samples compli-
cates the analysis. The observed difference (dTi2dBrass

50.4%) is in good agreement with the prestrain difference
that can be expected between these two preparation methods.
The values determined for the critical properties (Bc2m and
Tcm! appear to be also realistic values.

The most intriguing result from these experiments is the
small variation in the strain constantCa of only 66%
among the different conductors. The variation of the second
strain parameter (e0,a) is comparable to the strain related
parametersdTi anddbrass. It should be noted that the physical
background of the parameterse0,a andCa is entirely differ-
ent. The factore0,a determines the shape ofS(e) around the
maximum, where the deviatoric strain is minimized. The
complexity of the mechanical structure inside the sample, the
variations in conductor layout, and the uncertainties in the
deformation properties of the materials make it very difficult
to predicte0,a accurately. The strain constantCa determines
the slope inS(e) that occurs when the intrinsic axial strain in
the superconductor (ez) is large compared toe0,a . This lin-
ear part inS(e) is correlated to the linear reduction inBc2 or
Tc that was observed in axial compression experiments on
Nb3Sn, Nb3Al, and V3Si conductors.5,12 In this compressive
strain regime, the power-law strain dependence@Eq. ~10!# is
not adequate to describe theI c in these conductors accu-
rately.

The fact that the variation in parameterCa is small
among these different conductors indicates that there is a
correlation between the deviatoric strain and the critical
properties for Nb3Sn in general. The small variation ob-
served inCa might be attributed to the differences in the
mechanical behavior of the conductors. In particular, the ef-

FIG. 7. The critical current as a function of the strain determined on two
samples of six different conductors~C–F! at T54.25 K. The black dots are
referred to as sample No. 1 and the open dots as sample No. 2. The lines
represent the strain dependence with the parameters listed in Table II.
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fective overall Poisson’s ratio will depend on the conductor
layout and the applied matrix materials. In this case, the con-
stant Cd that describes the deviatoric strain dependence of
S(e) can be regarded as an intrinsic material property of
Nb3Sn and not an arbitrary parameter that describes the
strain dependence of a particular type of Nb3Sn conductor. If
Cd is indeed a material constant for Nb3Sn, then it enables a
complete prediction of the strain dependence of the critical
properties in an axially compressed conductor, only based on
a determination of the critical properties at a single, well-
defined, precompressed state.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~1! A relation for the critical current density of a de-
formed Nb3Sn conductor is presented and experimentally
verified at various temperatures and magnetic fields. The
proposed relation is based on the deviatoric strain tensor.
The connection between the three-dimensional deviatoric
strain relation and an axially deformed wire conductor is
obtained with a linear mechanical model.

~2! The proposed description is valid in the range where
the matrix deformations are limited and the Nb3Sn is com-
pressed in the axial direction. The parameters that depend on
the conductor type and the preparation method are: the criti-
cal properties, two constants describing the strain depen-
dence (Ca ande0,a), and the initial thermal strain. All other
parameters are considered constant for the Nb3Sn in the in-
vestigated conductors.

~3! The proposed description does not describe the ir-
regular behavior that is observed in conductors subjected to a

large tensile axial strain. The variations inI c around its
maximum and the differences observed between the samples
of a single conductor type are attributed to nonelastic defor-
mations. TheI c in this strain regime is more accurately de-
scribed by the asymmetric power-law dependence.

~4! The strain dependence of the conductors from vari-
ous Nb3Sn manufacturers is compared in detail at various
temperatures and fields. The variation in the strain-scaling
constant (Ca) is small. This suggests that the related devia-
toric strain dependence (Cd) is an intrinsic property of
Nb3Sn.
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